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Cybercrime has become increasingly prevalent in the new millennium as computer-savvy
criminals have developed more sophisticated ways to victimize people online and through
other digital means. The Law of Cybercrimes and Their Investigations is a comprehensive text
exploring the gamut of issues surrounding this growing phenomenon. After an introduction to
the history of computer crime, the book reviews a host of topics including: Information warfare
and cyberterrorism Obscenity, child pornography, sexual predator conduct, and online
gambling Cyberstalking, cyberharassment, cyberbullying, and other types of unlawful
expression Auction fraud, Ponzi and pyramid schemes, access device fraud, identity theft and
fraud, securities and bank fraud, money laundering, and electronic transfer fraud Data privacy
crimes, economic espionage, and intellectual property crimes Principles applicable to searches
and seizures of computers, other digital devices, and peripherals Laws governing
eavesdropping, wiretaps, and other investigatory devices The admission of digital evidence in
court Procedures for investigating cybercrime beyond the borders of the prosecuting
jurisdiction Each chapter includes key words or phrases readers should be familiar with before
moving on to the next chapter. Review problems are supplied to test assimilation of the
material, and the book contains weblinks to encourage further study.
'The book is like the spoon: once invented, it cannot be bettered.' Umberto Eco These days it
is almost impossible to get away from discussions of whether the 'book' will survive the digital
revolution. Blogs, tweets and newspaper articles on the subject appear daily, many of them
repetitive, most of them admitting they don't know what will happen.
Raised in a family of four, Kylila thinks she has the most ideal family. After her village has been
burnt down, her deep, dark secret in her life begins to unfold. Having the powers to save or
destroy the world, which would Kylila choose?
THE STORY: Creator of HBO's Emmy Award-winning Six Feet Under and the Academy Awardwinning screenwriter of American Beauty , Alan Ball's ALL THAT I WILL EVER BE is a darkly
funny tale of cultural provocation and our eternal search for
The professional programmer’s Deitel® guide to C# 2010 and the powerful Microsoft® .NET 4
Framework Written for programmers with a background in C++, Java or other high-level, objectoriented languages, this book applies the Deitel signature live-code approach to teaching
programming and explores Microsoft’s C# 2010 language and .NET 4 in depth. The book is
updated for Visual Studio® 2010 and C# 4, and presents C# concepts in the context of fully
tested programs, complete with syntax shading, detailed line-by-line code descriptions and
program outputs. The book features 200+ C# applications with 17,000+ lines of proven C#
code, as well as hundreds of programming tips that will help you build robust applications. Start
with a concise introduction to C# fundamentals using an early classes and objects approach,
then rapidly move on to more advanced topics, including multithreading, .NET 4, LINQ, WPF,
ASP.NET 4, WCF web services and Silverlight®. Along the way you’ll enjoy the Deitels’
classic treatment of object-oriented programming and the OOD/UML® ATM case study,
including a complete C# implementation. When you’re finished, you’ll be ready to build nextgeneration Windows applications, web applications and web services. Check out the related
LiveLessons video product, C# 2010 Fundamentals: Parts I, II and III, containing 20+ hours of
video synchronized to this book: www.deitel.com/livelessons. Practical, example-rich coverage
of: .NET 4, Types, Arrays, Exception Handling LINQ, Object/Collection Initializers OOP:
Classes, Objects, Inheritance,¿ Polymorphism, Interfaces WinForms, WPF, XAML, Event
Handling WPF GUI/Graphics/Multimedia Silverlight® Lists, Queues, Stacks, Trees Generic
Collections, Methods and Classes XML®, LINQ to XML Database, LINQ to SQL ASP.NET 4.0,
ASP.NET AJAX Web Forms, Web Controls WCF Web Services OOD/UML® Case Study
One hundred of hilarious and funny jokes ! Have fun and laugh!
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Silent reading is now universally accepted as normal; indeed reading aloud to oneself may be
interpreted as showing a lack of ability or understanding. Yet reading aloud was usual, indeed
unavoidable, throughout antiquity and most of the middle ages. Saenger investigates the
origins of the gradual separation of words within a continuous written text and the consequent
development of silent reading. He then explores the spread of these practices throughout
western Europe, and the eventual domination of silent reading in the late medieval period. A
detailed work with substantial notes and appendices for reference.
After the sudden death of her husband, Eleanor decides to take a break from her everyday life
and make a fresh start. But a new life isn't easy when your old one refuses to be left behind...
No one knows this more than Eleanor's niece Lesley. Drawn into a passionate relationship with
the mysterious Jonathan, will their love be enough to overcome his secrets, or will the shadows
of his past engulf them both? Nobody I Know is a story of lives lost and love found, a romance
and a mystery about the people we are and the people we want to be. Phyl Wright is married
and lives in Bearsden, Dunbartonshire, Scotland, with her husband and two cats. Phyl has
three grown-up children who live nearby. Previously published in M8 magazine, this is her first
novel.
This is a comprehensive sourcebook on the world’s most famous vampire, with more than 700
citations of domestic and international Dracula films, television programs, documentaries, adult
features, animated works, and video games, as well as nearly a thousand comic books and
stage adaptations. While they vary in length, significance, quality, genre, moral character,
country, and format, each of the cited works adopts some form of Bram Stoker’s original
creation, and Dracula himself, or a recognizable vampiric semblance of Dracula, appears in
each. The book includes contributions from Dacre Stoker, David J. Skal, Laura Helen Marks,
Dodd Alley, Mitch Frye, Ian Holt, Robert Eighteen-Bisang, and J. Gordon Melton.
A full-scale historical treatment of the advent of printing and its importance as an agent of
change, first published in 1980.
If you think that there is some new truth to be learned humanly, you will be disappointed
because there is not a single new truth in the entire world. The truth revealed in this book is not
my truth or my message, but the word of God which has been imparting itself to universal
consciousness throughout all time. That word of God is already embodied in your
consciousness, and this truth, which is already your consciousness, is now being unveiled to
you within you. Unless God is my consciousness, there will be no truth expressing itself
through, or as, me; and, moreover, unless God is your consciousness, you will not understand
the truth that is being presented. But, since God is universal consciousness and since God is
my consciousness, truth is expressing itself as this book.
Helps successful women feel truly confident so that they can reach new levels of greatness.
The unexpected murder in the little Cotswolds town of Colombury has everyone guessing.
Before the answers are found more lives are threatened.
This fresh take on Molière's Tartuffe, set in a world of fast-food tycoons and megachurches is a
wicked new comedy that rocks the foundations of trust, faith and redemption. Given just days
to live, multi-millionaire Archibald Organdy rejects costly experimental treatment and opts to
face his end surrounded by his loving family. However, things could be about to change.
Arriving in Atlanta the flamboyant Archbishop Tardimus Toof, a prophet, preacher and parttime masseur promises to absolve Archibald's sins and heal his disease. But his family
suspects there's more to this healer than faith, virtue and snakeskin shoes. This programme
text was published to coincides with the world premiere at the Tricycle Theatre, London, which
opened on 8 October 2015.
This work, by the greatest living authority on medieval palaeography, offers the most
comprehensive and up-to-date account in any language of the history of Latin script. It also
contains a detailed account of the role of the book in cultural history from antiquity to the
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Renaissance, which outlines the history of book illumination. Designed as a textbook, it
contains a full and updated bibliography. Because the volume sets the development of Latin
script in its cultural context, it also provides an unrivalled introduction to the nature of medieval
Latin culture. It will be used extensively in the teaching of latin palaeography, and is unlikely to
be superseded.
With a selection of fine historic images from his bestselling book Historic Photos of Dallas,
Michael V. Hazel provides a valuable and revealing historical retrospective on the growth and
development of Dallas. During the mid nineteenth century, Dallas emerged as a vibrant,
commercial American city. At the turn of the century, Dallas continued to prosper, overcoming
adversity and becoming a leading center of commerce in the southwestern United States.
Remembering Dallas captures this journey through still photography selected from the finest
archives. From the Civil War and the Great Depression, to the building of a modern metropolis,
Remembering Dallas follows life, government, education, and events throughout the city's
history. This volume captures unique and rare scenes as depicted in more than 100 historic
photographs. Published in striking black-and-white, these images communicate historic events
and everyday life of two centuries of people building a unique and prosperous city.

This handbook aims to debunk the myth that vegetarian diets provide inadequate
nutrition for growing children. Separate chapters address the needs of infants,
preschoolers, school-age children, and teenagers. There are lots of child-friendly
recipes, and a resources section.
Is He Lying to You? According to recent statistics, he probably is. Far too many
women have been lied to, betrayed, fibbed to, deceived and disappointed by
dates, boyfriends, fiancés, and husbands. Dan Crum is a former CIA polygraph
examiner and investigator who grew frustrated hearing women complain about
how they’d been duped...again. So he developed a series of strategies for
detecting deception that any woman can use. Is He Lying to You? is an in-depth
course in the same tactics Crum used as a CIA polygraph examiner and
investigator. For the first time, women can quit dating...and start investigating.
You will quickly learn: How to “read” any man’s body language How to hear
what men are really saying When to pull the plug on a blind date How to
reevaluate a long-term commitment Why you can’t always trust your “gut”
reaction Have you ever been lied to? Have you been wounded by deception?
Have you ever wondered, “Is he lying to me?” Than Is He Lying to You? is the
book you need.
For Groups of any size; Individual couplesDate 1: Choosing a High-Priority
Marriage Date 2: Learning to Talk Date 3: Resolving Honest Conflict Date 4:
Becoming an Encourager Date 5: Finding Unity in Diversity Date 6: Building a
Creative Love Life Date 7: Sharing Responsibility and Working Together Date 8:
Balancing Your Roles as Parents and Partners Date 9: Developing Spiritual
Intimacy Date 10: Having an Intentional MarriageFrom the creators of Marriage
Alive Seminars . . . TEN FUN-FILLED COUPLES’ NIGHTS OUT--THAT WILL
ENERGIZE MARRIAGESYou’re looking at an exciting, proven, and FUN
approach to building thriving marriages--through ten great dates. Drawing on the
best tips from their popular, worldwide Marriage Alive Seminars, David and
Claudia Arp help spark fresh romance through memory-making evenings built on
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key, marriage-enriching themes.Here is everything you need to launch your
group--or just the two of you--on 'alone at last' dates the get couples playing
together, working together, and growing together as they explore the full potential
of their marriage.Leading your own Couples’ Nights Out group is as easy as
making the coffee, plugging in the videotape . . . and letting the Arps take it from
there. Get ready to experience marriage enrichment at its best--fun, focused, and
fruitful!The 10 Great Dates to Revitalize Your Marriage curriculum contains: 2
75-minute videos 1 Leader’s Guide 1 copy of 10 Great Dates to Revitalize Your
Marriage
Learn how to select and maintain your crystals as well as basic techniques for
crystal meditation, balancing chakras and simple ways to bring harmony to mind,
body and spirit with these natural treasures. Discover over 50 crystals, their
unique properties and how to make use of their power in everyday life. There is a
crystal for every occasion.
Resurrect beauty from the ashes of betrayal Wife and mother Cindy Beall’s
world was shattered when her beloved husband of nine years confessed his
pornography addiction, numerous affairs, and the stunning news that another
woman was pregnant with his child. What could have been the end of a marriage
instead became a testament to God’s miraculous ability to restore broken hearts
and damaged bonds. With the wisdom and healing she’s gained in the twenty
years that have passed since her husband’s devastating revelation, Cindy
shares her own experience as well as those of couples she’s counselled.
Drawing from her intimate knowledge of human pain and God’s power, Cindy
shows how you can… seek support, counseling, and prayer after deception has
surfaced rebuild trust that’s been eroded by infidelity, addiction, or other
transgressions help your family heal from grief and reconcile with any long-term
consequences rely on God to pursue forgiveness and move forward in new
promises Cindy’s remarkable story, compassion, and grasp of God’s Word will
help you trust God with your heartache as you seek His hope and redemption.
The New York Times bestselling look at the real reasons for male marital
infidelity and what might prevent it Few events cause as much turmoil in a
marriage as infidelity. It can shatter trust and breed insecurity and resentment
from which some relationships never recover. People who think it won't happen
to them are hit that much harder when it does. Why are men unfaithful? Can
infidelity be prevented? What do men say they're getting from their mistresses
that they're missing at home? Do a man's friends have anything to do with his
willingness to cheat? In this New York Times bestselling book, experienced
family counselor M. Gary Neuman shares the revealing and surprising findings of
a cutting-edge research study in which he interviewed men across the country
who have physically cheated on their wives. Neuman shares many shocking
discoveries, including the prominent role of emotional dissatisfaction in motivating
husbands who stray and how small a role sexual dissatisfaction plays. Based on
a groundbreaking study of both cheating men and men who have remained
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faithful Reveals surprising findings on the contribution of sexual and emotional
dissatisfaction to male infidelity Written by experienced family counselor M. Gary
Neuman, coauthor of In Good Times and Bad and author of Emotional Infidelity
Neuman and The Truth about Cheating were featured twice on The Oprah
Winfrey Show Drawing on dramatic case stories of the author's own work with
clients, The Truth about Cheating includes proactive strategies and action steps
for married women to help them prevent infidelity and create a faithful and
rewarding marriage.
In The Codex, published in 1954, C.H. Roberts studied the process by which in
the early centuries of our era the roll as the vehicle for literature was replaced by
the codex, which has remained the format of the book ever since. New evidence
that has accumulated in the last thirty years has set some of the problems in a
new light and in this book, published here for the first time in paperback, the
authors re-examine these and offer a different explanation for the remarkable
part in the transformation played by the early Church.
Dracula in Visual MediaFilm, Television, Comic Book and Electronic Game
Appearances, 1921–2010McFarland
Follows the wild life and times of Pogues co-founder and legendary partyer Shane MacGowan,
exploring his childhood, music, friends and family, and religious views.
A young boy concludes his bedtime ritual pretending to be a yellow boat sailing up to the sun.
This work is a complete English translation of the Latin Etymologies of Isidore, Bishop of
Seville (c.560–636). Isidore compiled the work between c.615 and the early 630s and it takes
the form of an encyclopedia, arranged by subject matter. It contains much lore of the late
classical world beginning with the Seven Liberal Arts, including Rhetoric, and touches on
thousands of topics ranging from the names of God, the terminology of the Law, the
technologies of fabrics, ships and agriculture to the names of cities and rivers, the theatrical
arts, and cooking utensils. Isidore provides etymologies for most of the terms he explains,
finding in the causes of words the underlying key to their meaning. This book offers a highly
readable translation of the twenty books of the Etymologies, one of the most widely known
texts for a thousand years from Isidore's time.
As more and more Christians are involved in teaching in their churches, there is a need for an
accessible, engaging commentary that can enhance their understanding of Scripture and aid
their teaching. The Baker Illustrated Bible Commentary is that resource. This nontechnical,
section-by-section commentary on the whole Bible provides reliable and readable
interpretations of the Scriptures from forty-two leading evangelical scholars. The Baker
Illustrated Bible Commentary is a complete revision of the well-known Baker Commentary on
the Bible edited by Walter Elwell, now featuring new articles and vibrant full-color images on
more than 1,800 pages, complete with photos, maps, and timelines to illustrate the text. This
information-packed commentary helps readers gain a deeper understanding of the Bible.
Beyond that, it includes practical applications for spiritual and personal guidance, making it
invaluable to any believer seeking to get the most out of their Bible study. Pastors and others
in teaching ministries looking for a one-volume, evangelical commentary on the Bible will value
this resource.
In this detailed overview of the history of the handmade book, Avrin looks at the development
of scripts and styles of illumination, the making of manuscripts, and the technological
processes involved in paper-making and book-binding.
From master event planner and floral couturier Preston Bailey comes a new book celebrating
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the latest ideas in floral design, from centerpieces to environments. A dazzling floor of orchids
underfoot. A Renaissance painting adorned with fresh blooms. At the heart of Preston Bailey's
spectacles are the flowers-verdant, lavish, unforgettable. From blooming sculptures that
transform a ballroom to the delicate blossoms atop dinner napkins, Bailey's flower designs are
lush, heart-stoppingly romantic, and one-of-a-kind. In his sixth book, Bailey takes the reader on
an exploration of the meaning and importance of flowers, which are undeniably the key
element of his parties. Taking a dozen of his most recent events, Preston walks the reader
through his inspiration and process, demonstrating how flowers can create a unique event
infused with personality. Along the way, he shares ideas, both large and small, that brides and
event planners will be eager to replicate, like a Hamptons wedding reception flanked by
handmade hedgelike walls of greens or a simple but abundant tablescape covered in creamcolored roses. From bouquets to centerpieces, ceremony spaces to reception environments,
and with a special chapter devoted solely to even more ideas for tabletop design, Designing
with Flowers is essential reading for amateurs and professionals alike.
Stories describe racial tensions in the South and New York City, rural life, and the conflicts
between man and nature, and good and evil
Richly illustrated with rare period photographs, Houston’s Hermann Park: A Century of
Community provides a vivid history of Houston’s oldest and most important urban park. Author
and historian Barrie Scardino Bradley sets Hermann Park in both a local and a national context
as this grand park celebrates its centennial at the culmination of a remarkable twenty-year
rejuvenation. As Bradley shows, Houston’s development as a major American city may be
traced in the outlines of the park’s history. During the early nineteenth century, Houston
leaders were most interested in commercial development and connecting the city via water and
rail to markets beyond its immediate area. They apparently felt no need to set aside public
recreational space, nor was there any city-owned property that could be so developed. By
1910, however, Houston leaders were well aware that almost every major American city had
an urban park patterned after New York’s Central Park. By the time the City Beautiful
Movement and its overarching Progressive Movement reached the consciousness of
Houstonians, Central Park’s designer, Frederick Law Olmsted, had died, but his ideals had
not. Local advocates of the City Beautiful Movement, like their counterparts elsewhere, hoped
to utilize political and economic power to create a beautiful, spacious, and orderly city.
Subsequent planning by the renowned landscape architect and planner George Kessler
envisioned a park that would anchor a system of open spaces in Houston. From that
groundwork, in May 1914, George Hermann publicly announced his donation of 285 acres to
the City of Houston for a municipal park. Bradley develops the events leading up to the
establishment of Hermann Park, then charts how and why the park developed, including a
discussion of institutions within the park such as the Houston Zoo, the Japanese Garden, and
the Houston Museum of Natural Science. The book’s illustrations include plans, maps, and
photographs both historic and recent that document the accomplishments of the Hermann Park
Conservancy since its founding in 1992. Royalties from sales will go to the Hermann Park
Conservancy for stewardship of the park on behalf of the community.

Africanfuturism, gothic romance, ghost story, parable, psychological thriller, innerspace fiction: Henry Dumas’s stories form a vivid, expansive portrait of Black life
in America. Championed by Toni Morrison and Walter Mosley, Dumas’s fabulist
fiction is a masterful synthesis of myth and religion, culture and nature, mask and
identity. From the Deep South to the simmering streets of Harlem, his characters
embark on real, magical, and mythic quests. Humming with life, Dumas’s stories
create a collage of midcentury Black experiences, interweaving religious
metaphor, African cosmologies, diasporic folklore, and America’s history of
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slavery and systemic racism. Henry Dumas was born in Sweet Home, Arkansas,
in 1934 and moved to Harlem at the age of ten. He joined the air force in 1953
and spent a year on the Arabian Peninsula. Upon his return, Dumas became
active in the civil rights movement, married, had two sons, attended Rutgers
University, worked for IBM, and taught at Hiram College in Ohio and at Southern
Illinois University. In 1968, at the age of thirty-three, he was shot and killed by a
New York City Transit Authority police officer.
Do you like feet as much as we do? Do you know someone who likes feet. Bring
to life 51 Erotic, hot, steamy, naughty pictures of feet in so many different
positions, outfits, and scenes. Enjoy and get it today..
The adventures and pranks of a mischievous boy growing up in a Mississippi
River town on the early nineteenth century.
An expert tech writer discusses the forces and trends that will revolutionize daily
life through the upcoming technological advances of the next thirty years. -Provided by publisher.
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